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SOCIO-POLITICAL ISSUES

Analysis
of Self-descriptions
of Estonian Far Right
in Hypermedia

Mari-Liis Madisson Tartu University ml.madisson@gmail.com
Andreas Ventsel Tartu University andreas.ventsel@gmail.com

Abstract
Our article focuses on processes of identification in hypermedia. We would like to explicate the strategies of self-description that prevail on the websites of the activists
of the Estonian extreme right. Les Back has developed the concept of liquid ideologies that explains how extreme right movements tend to use generally accepted discourses for the purpose of legitimizing their own ethno-centric media practices. To
explain this paradoxical situation we employ the concepts of the hegemonic logic of
signification and the empty signifier, as elaborated by Laclau, as well as the theoretical framework of cultural semiotics. Our case-study is based on the extraordinarily
forceful public feedback that followed the discussions of ACTA ratification in Estonia.
“Information-freedom” became an ambiguous core-signifier.

Keywords
extreme right groupuscule , ACTA , hegemony , cultural semiotics , self-model
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Our study concentrates on the tendencies of identity-creation prevalent in extreme right
online communities, i.e., groupuscules. We must keep in mind that the communication
of the contemporary extreme right is a manifold and intricate research object located in
an intertwined network of different discursive trends. Les Back, a sociologist of racism
and nationalism, has indicated that it is useful to treat the contemporary extreme right
as a conglomerate of liquid ideologies. By liquid ideologies Back (2002a) refers to the
paradoxical tendency of right-wing extremists to transform the signifiers of dominant and
‘normalized’ discourses into their racist media practices. A similar tendency is outlined by
several other authors (see Atton, 2006; Campbell, 2006; Sommer, 2008; Taguieff, 1999).
The main objective of our article is to explain how the self-descriptions of extreme
right groupuscules – consisting of controversial values – are constituted. We believe
that for this project it is efficient to synthesize the concepts of self-description and self
model (originating in Tartu-Moscow cultural semiotics) with the theory of hegemony (of
the Essex school). Our study is based on non-participatory observation, in which we
focus on an analysis of the prevailing discourse on five Estonian extreme right blogs.
According to Les Back (2002b, p. 632), movements of cyber-racism have various profiles but they also exhibit the following common features: “1) a rhetoric of racial and/ or
national uniqueness and common destiny; 2) ideas of racial supremacy, superiority and
separation; 3) a repertoire of conceptions of racial Otherness; 4) a utopian revolutionary
world-view that aims to overthrow the existing order”. The main reason why we chose
the following blogs, EESTI RAHVUSLIK BLOG1 [Estonian Nationalist Blog] Rahvuslane2
[The Nationalist]; BH Ruzzland3 ja NS blogi [NS blog]4; Vabamõtleja [The Freethinker]5,
is that we believe that they give an illustrative picture of the center of the contemporary Estonian groupuscular right. These blogs are quite well-known to the so-called
countercultural public and they predominantly exhibit an extreme right tonality. The
most common ideas expressed include: the urgent need to preserve indigenous Estonian-ness, speculation that the existing world order (including the Estonian state) is
subordinated by a Zionist/Masonic grouping, mixing races and cultures is dangerous,
the Estonian economy should keep rigorous track of protectionism, etc.
Our case-study is based on the extraordinarily forceful public feedback that followed discussions in the Estonian government over the ratification-project of ACTA (Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement). ACTA is a multinational treaty whose purpose is
to establish international standards for intellectual property rights enforcement. ACTA
aims at establishing an international legal framework for targeting counterfeit goods,
generic medicines and copyright infringement on the Internet. ACTA Ratification discussions led to numerous public demonstrations and also the formation of Rahvakogu [The
Panel of the People] in Estonia. The topic of information-freedom became an ambiguous
core-signifier: it played an important part in the discussions of parliament but also in the
self-descriptions of Estonian radical nationalists.
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Groupuscular extreme rightism in hypermedia
As with the majority of human communication, extreme right interactions have adapted to the signification peculiarities of hypermedia. Contemporary extreme right movements, predominantly spreading in online environments, can be explained most comprehensively by Roger Griffin’s theory of the groupuscule. Griffin (2003, p. 30) states that
“in the context of extreme right-wing politics in the contemporary age, groupuscules are
intrinsically small political (frequently meta-political, but never primarily party-political)
entities formed to pursue palingenetic (i.e. revolutionary) ideological, organizational or
activist ends with an ultimate goal of overcoming the decadence of the existing liberal
democratic system.” Groupuscules systematically distribute links to other ideologically
connected groupuscules and also to more institutionalized extreme right organizations.
Groupuscules share the opinion that most of the world is secretly dominated by a greedy
and morally corrupt elite (which is in most interpretations perceived as implicitly Evil),
whose main aim is to subordinate the whole global system to its authoritarian regime.
If the corruptive plans of the elite succeed then everything sacred will be disappear,
nation-states included.
The level of self-description of groupuscules
As the main aim of this study is to explicate how self-descriptions of extreme right
groupuscules – that consist of conflicting values – are constructed, we conceptualize
the groupuscule as a semiosphere, i.e., a semiotic unity which on the meta-level of
self-understanding (self-description), that distinguishes different (sub)spheres according to their borders. Self-description is a universal semiotic operation by which a semiosphere acknowledges its own specificity and opposes itself to other, so-called outer
spheres (Lotman 2005, p. 211–212). According to Lotman, it is important to emphasize
that the meta-level of self-description always presupposes belonging in wider cultural
unities. “Only by taking part in a much greater whole, does it recognize the external point
of view as specific to itself,” (Lotman 2005, p. 225). The self-description of a particular
groupuscule is thus affected by its positioning in the context of a groupuscular field but
also in the context of other online communities. Processes of self-description provide
internal order and unity for a particular sphere. Thus active interaction with the natural
unevenness of the periphery “becomes one of the roots of the dynamic processes within
the semiosphere” (Lotman 2005, p. 213). The self-description processes of groupuscules form certain frames that specify the possible horizons of meaning creation in the
contemporary extreme right. By marking boarders with other groupuscules a particular
groupuscule becomes aware of its own particularity, but this also helps to create the
conditions for communicative operations – for the exchange and transformation of ideas. As Griffin has discussed, the extreme right groupuscule’s physical manifestation is
usually a website produced or maintained by a small number of enthusiasts, although it
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can also be a magazine (2002: 4) or some underground meeting-place, e.g. a club. We
think that it is important to emphasize that Griffin uses the concept of groupuscule to
describe the communicational structure of contemporary extreme right. The concept
of semiosphere helps to explicate and explore groupuscular meaning creation – to describe how different extreme right nodes create self-models and how they interact with
other socio-cultural units.
NO ACTA as signifier of discourse
As mentioned in the introductory part, Les Back (2002a) outlines the way in which the
contemporary extreme right tends to meld fragments from incompatible discourses
(e.g. from multiculturalism and nativism/racism) into each other, creating liquid ideologies. Liquid ideologies is relevant for describing the extreme-right postings which reflect
upon the ratification-process of ACTA. Signifiers from the discourse of democracy and
equality, such as ‘freedom of speech’, ‘justice’, and ‘privacy’, constitute an integrated
discourse along with the signifiers of radical right ideas. We will attempt to explain this
contradictory signification logic by relying on cultural semiotics and the Essex school of
discourse analysis.
The problem of the constitution of social and political reality becomes for Laclau
the problem of the constitution of discourse. Hegemony is to be understood only on the
terrain of discourse: a hegemonic relation is a certain kind of articulation of meanings
(Laclau 2006, p. 114). The specific hallmark of this signification-process is that the logic
of equivalence is dominant over the logic of difference. Hegemonic signification logic is
aggregated around a particular signifier. This particular signifier, an empty signifier in
Laclau’s terminology, thereby acquires a dominant position in the signifying system,
or discourse, and subordinates, to a greater or lesser extent, all the other elements of
the discourse, allowing them to appear as equivalent and undermining their particular
differences (Laclau 1996, p. 36–46). In our present case concerning the ratification of
ACTA, the central dominant signifier seems to be ‘NO ACTA’. The agreement, the explicit
purpose of which was to regulate property issues, was perceived by many protesters
(extreme rightists being only a minute portion of these) as a juridical mess which, in the
event of ratification, threatened to compromise freedom of speech. Furthermore, ratification of ACTA was depicted as fundamentally undermining not only freedom of speech
but also democratic social organization in general. We see articulations of such fears in
the following postings which indicate the contradiction between ACTA and the values
protected by the Estonian Constitution:
We have to agree that intellectual property is important in our society, and it
needs protection. But at the same time we mustn’t consider it more important
than the inviolability of private life, freedom of expression and data protection,
and other rights, like presumption of innocence and a sufficient juridical sup-
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port. Thus we think that ACTA, which is being negotiated in such an undemocratic manner, doesn’t suit our legal order, Therefore, we ask everybody to
cast their vote against ACTA, and together, if we express our views, we can
compel the Estonian state to say no. Give your signature here: http://petitsioon.ee/ei-acta-le.6
In this posting it is important to emphasize that ‘NO ACTA’ aggregates together, in
addition to ‘freedom of speech’, other signifiers of the democracy-discourse, e.g. ‘inviolability of private life’, ‘data protection’, ‘supremacy of law’, etc. It is clear that these
signifiers designate different contents in their particularity, but in our case they constitute one meaningful discourse against ACTA, one that is dominated by a ‘threat to freedom of speech’. The groupuscule directs visitors to link to a forum for petitions (www.
petitsioon.ee) and to online articles from the largest Estonian newspaper – Postimees
– which address the slogans that were used in demonstrations in Tallinn:
‘I love my country, but fear my government’, ‘No ACTA, no new world order’,
‘1984 - Orwell was only off a decade or two’, ‘ACTA – global censorship’, ‘Stop
ACTA – before space is run out’ and from Tartu the DELFI reported about protesters with posters: ‘Stop ACTA!’, ‘ACTA=snooping’, ‘ACTA is against to Constitution’, ‘ACTA is the end of E-society’, ‘ACTA is Molotov-Ribbentrop Contract’, ‘Die in Hell ACTA!’, etc.7
We can see a similar signification logic, which puts different signifiers into a sequence as equivalent signs, in the following posting:
It turns out that a certain contingent is allowed to present their political views
on social networks and others are not. We can bring examples from across
the ocean (e.g. President Obama can use everything for advertising his ideas
and political propaganda) but we also have examples from the homeland […]
Political activity is allowed only within certain limits, and it has to be approved
by current leaders – you cannot do anything even a gram more than they allow!8
In this posting we may notice the tendency to oppose the ‘establishment’, which is
characteristic of communications of the extreme right; it is important to note that such
extremists conflict with both global and local leaders. Political activity is understood as
exercising freedom of speech – one of the core values of democracy. But on the other
hand, the author of this posting perceives that freedom of speech is undermined and
impeded by a corrupt elite (“a certain contingent is allowed to present their political
views on social networks and others are not”; “political activity is allowed only in certain
limits, and it has to be approved by leaders). The blogger portrays the main purpose of
this elite as prohibiting the spread of alternative views, which in our case is understood
as predominately radically right, on the internet.
It is quite clear that, in these kinds of signification-processes, every particular signifier (element of a particular discourse) becomes gradually empty of its content, because
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‘inviolability of private life’, ‘data protection’, ‘political activeness’, ‘juridical law’, etc., are
not actually reducible to each other. They have separate – or in different discursive context, different – meanings. Paradoxically, this emptying results in a certain unity or transparency (systematicity) between signifiers. But one particular signifier which forms the
discourse tends to become emptier and emptier from the point of view of its own specific
meaning and in comparison with other signifiers loses its specific meaning the most. The
signifier ‘NO ACTA’ unites and represents all other signifiers (elements) that belong to
this specific, whole, meaningful discourse. If we consider the signifier ‘NO ACTA’, then its
eventual meaning becomes far less specific than it was at the beginning (as the potential
ratification of an intellectual property law) of the protests. This logic of emptying of the
signifier takes place through the proliferation of different meanings that are attributed
to it. Only then does it begin to constitute all particular signifiers in the discourse; it also
functions as a border which distinguishes itself from other discourses. This kind of discursive unity is at the same time also unstable because every discourse has a processual,
context-dependent and temporary nature; it changes together with the discourses it is
opposed to, so that it does not have a pre-given metaphysical basis or structure.
e-Estonia as self-model
Thus for Laclau a movement from one hegemonic formation to another is always a radical upheaval, a so-called creation ex nihilo. At the same time, the stress of contingency
stets certain limitations for analyzing particular political situations. We believe that by
relying on cultural semiotics, especially the notion of the model of itself (or self-model),
it is possible to enhance Laclau’s approach.
In the context of our case study we must emphasize that two types of texts can
be distinguished. A self-model belongs to a different level than texts that circulate in
so-called ordinary communication, and which are deciphered by that self-model (Lotman, Uspenskij 1978, p. 227). So, while studying groupuscular self-descriptions, we
have to distinguish two levels: a) the primary level – the level of particular postings that
groupuscules produce in different communicational situations; b) the secondary or meta-level – the level of representations which reflect how groupuscules describe themselves or discourses meaningful for them. This latter level presents their ideal image of
themselves. According to Lotman and Uspenskij, “the need for self-description, which
is connected with the need at a certain stage to define it as a unit in terms and structure, has a vigorous effect on the culture as a phenomenon to be described” (Lotman,
Uspenskij 2013, p. 241). Of course, different meta-languages have different potentials
to become part of the object-language of culture, and to transform it. This depends on
various historical and socio-cultural factors.
The self-models of Estonian nationalist groupuscules can not be analyzed separately
from Estonian public identity that is dominated by e-discourse, which can be described
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in the vocabulary of Dominic Boyer as a cybernetic-informational epistemology. People
(especially those who participate in online content creation) tend to identify with the main
characteristics of hypermedia, e.g. with its non-hierarchical or decentralized and dynamic nature, its interactivity, etc. Those notions are attributed high axiological values. They
are usually articulated in situations in which individuals want to highlight the innovative
and progressive nature of online media practices, especially in contrast with traditional
media (Boyer 2010, p. 79–80). The relative anonymity of the Internet (with regard to race,
confession, class, religion, gender, location, etc.) and its decentralized and interactivity-facilitating character are often considered signs of the medium’s democratic nature.
This kind of cyber-democracy discourse plays an important role in Estonian identity. We (Estonians) are proud to describe our country as e-Estonia, which means that
thanks to clever digital solutions a bridge has been created between state institutions
and citizens. Essentially, everything connected with the internet and digital solutions
carries strong positive connotations: besides broadening the possibilities for democracy, digitization and the internet are also understood as future-oriented, progressive and
liberating. In tourist-brochures Estonia is depicted as a country that offers WiFi access
even in its forests. We like to point out that we enjoy an e-election system, that doctors
can generate digital medicine prescriptions, and that parents, teachers and pupils can
interact via the system of E-school. Hence, the E-discourse that is (more or less intensively) present throughout the world is especially flourishing in Estonia; and for Estonians in particular this discourse is charged with strong axiological values.
Surely, this cybernetic-informational discourse plays an important role in the self-descriptive models of extreme right groupuscules. Estonian nationalists present the success-story of e-Estonia as national treasure; as something that proves the extraordinary
quick-wittedness of digital solutions and makes Estonians more innovative than other
nations. Groupuscules also tend to identify themselves as radical citizen journalists opposed to the mainstream media and contributing to a revolution of information-freedom
(which is made possible by means of hypermedia). Stressing the essentially democratic
nature of their activities (blogging, writing comments and organizing petitions) helps to
legitimize their extreme right content creation to themselves and also, in some cases,
to outside observers. This tendency demonstrates that the contemporary extreme right
does not exist separately from the discourses that prevail in the mainstream public. In the
preceding part we indicated that extreme right representations have much in common
with the representations of broader countercultural grass-root activists. The self-model
that functions as a structuring code of self-descriptions is aggregated around value-concepts such as freedom of speech, the inviolability of private life, etc., which are seen as
endangered by the ratification of ACTA. On the other hand, we can also see meanings that
are opposed to these values and that primarily belong to the discourse internal to the
extreme right. Let us now analyze the ‘NO ACTA’ discourse in more depth.
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Extreme right freedom of speech
In the case of the ratification of ACTA it was suggested that an Estonian elite is complicit in a global criminal network that includes the political and economical elite, the
mainstream media and different minority-groups (especially Jews, homosexuals, immigrants, secret societies, etc.).
It is quite well-known that the European Union is lead by interest groups and by several secret societies. Probably the pressure was so high that the Commission decided
not to go to the Court. Now activists from all over Europe that are against ACTA have to
face a new wave of fighting.9
As the daily news changes, so do the topics stressed in extreme right representations. Still, these are usually predominantly concentrated on the corruption of the European or American administration, and the guilt for limiting freedom of speech is projected primarily onto Jews. So, we read:
Now, there has risen a problematic blasphemy-law which has its roots in 2001
– with the Convention on Cybercrime (ETS185, Estonia ratified it in 2003.) The
time was just right for criminalizing IT-crimes, but some forces saw this topic
as ideal to hammer out their shady initiatives. The Additional (widely understood as pro-Zionist) Protocol ETS189 of the same convention tries violently
to establish historical truth — to criminalize Holocaust revisionism.10
Extreme rightists usually try to present themselves as defenders of freedom of
speech and democracy. We could point out a certain tendency toward anti-Semitism in
the blog-postings discussed here (Holocaust revisionism and opposition to Israel), but
in truth members of all kinds of minority groups are depicted as enemies of democracy.
In Estonian extreme right communication the prevailing type of enemy is the local elite,
but these are usually understood as the flunkies of a greater European elite, and chiefly an American elite. At the top of this hierarchy of elites there are meant to be Jews
dedicated to criminalizing the Holocaust and pushing through their political projects.
The signifiers that mark different social, economic and ethnic groups form a discursive
chain of equivalence with each other. Its aim is to represent to an audience the “violent
quelling of society” supposedly taking place. ACTA is understood as a part of a broader
Jewish conspiracy.
In the discourse of the postings under consideration, we have detected two abstract
and hierarchically-structured self-models: a) a self-model whose dominant was freedom of speech; and b) a self-model which relies mainly on the idea that nationalism
is maliciously subordinated by the Jews. These self-models carry contradictory value-systems, but they are unified into a coherent whole at the level of the discourse of
opposition to ACTA. The Estonian extreme-right web community expressed its ideological viewpoints through a so-called double orientation: from one side they stressed
the freedom of speech endangered by ACTA, but they also expressed quite clearly that
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that freedom of speech is necessary only for the spreading of their own radical ideas.
Extreme right groupuscules stress freedom of speech mainly on the level of outward
communication, which is tries to find intersections with other alternative or anti-establishment voices. At the same time, bloggers use their freedom of speech to call for the
elimination or censorship of other public voices (e.g. feminists and sexual or ethnic minorities) which are opposed to extreme-right views, by accusing them of restricting the
plurality of viewpoints. But there is also inward communication to consider. The inner
gaze always takes into account the self-concept of a culture (Lotman, Uspenskij, 1978,
p. 227), and its main function is to provide for a culture (in present case the extreme right
groupuscule) a certain value-based organization of itself.
Conclusion
In this article we analyzed Estonian extreme right blogs and our aim was to explain the
paradoxical situation wherein in a single discourse can co-exist signifiers which belong
to contradictory registers. In the case of representations of and reactions to ACTA ratification, we encountered postings that juxtaposed signifiers from the discourse of freedom of speech with the signifiers of racism. We tried to explain this logic by relying on
the concepts of self-model (originating in the Tartu-Moscow school) and empty signifier
(of the Essex school). ‘NO ACTA’ functioned in our case as an empty signifier which united into a discursive whole these contradictory signifiers and self-models. The concept
of a self-model was useful for explaining why some signifiers have a greater potential
to become discursive dominants.
It seems to us that in Estonian extreme-right meaning-creation there are certain relations of equivalence between signifiers that are more likely to aggregate the discourse
than the others, and these depend on the abstract level of the self-model. The discourse
that is aggregated around “NO ACTA” relies on a self-model that emphasizes freedom
of speech. This creates an inner-discourse hierarchy of elements of equivalence, and
allows these elements to be connected with a racist self-model and signifiers.
The general goal of this paper has been to develop a conceptual framework that
helps to explicate and explain the structures of identification and communication in the
contemporary extreme right. We think this understanding necessary for opening a dialog (at least on some level) with those radicalized groups that tend to operate in hermetic informational systems.

Endnotes
ra=hvuslik.blogspot.com/
http://rahvuslane.blogspot.com/
3.
http://bhr.balanss.ee/; BH indicates Blood & Honour, a world-wide neo-Nazi network
4.
http://nsblogi.com/; NS indicates National Socialism
1.
2.
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http://www.vabamotleja.info; this blog has now been erased but the same author continues his
blog in an other adress: http://toomaskask.blogspot.com/
6.
http://rahvuslane.blogspot.com/search?q=acta
7.
http://rahvuslane.blogspot.com/search?q=acta
8.
http://www.vabamotleja.info/index.php/poliitika/73-facebook-keelustab-poliitiliselt-ebakorrektseid-pilte
9.
http://rahvuslane.blogspot.com/search?q=acta
10.
http://rahvuslane.blogspot.com/2012/11/anto-veldre-ood-blasfeemiaseaduse.html
5.
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